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1 Introduction
In this paper we address issues of special concern in the imputation of complex, composite
variables. Specifically, the paper identifies and discusses pertinent questions relating to
the imputation of micro-level longitudinal data on income of households and persons by
detailed income component in conjunction with micro-simulation modelling involved in
the construction of household income variables in standardised analytical forms.
Imputation refers to the process of using the information existing in a dataset, as well as
external information where appropriate, to produce improved estimates for missing,
implausible or inconsistent elements in the dataset. Micro-simulation in the context of
household and personal income data, as interpreted here, means generating and relating
detailed information on income, by source (component) and type in its different forms,
according to 'destination', i.e. according to how gross income accrued by households and
individuals is partitioned into taxes, social insurance contributions, and the remaining net
amounts available for private consumption. Micro-simulation may encompass other
aspects such as simulation, on the basis of characteristics and circumstances of
individuals, of the benefits and other social transfers they should receive, but these types
of issues are not addressed here.
These two statistical processes of imputation and modelling have to be implemented in
conjunction with each other - in so far as imputation must be based on 'donor' data in a
homogeneous form (which is the function of micro-simulation in the above sense to
create), while micro-simulation generally requires data with no missing values (which is
the function of imputation to ensure). This paper aims to discuss these issues in concrete
terms. We believe this discussion to be rather unique in this respect, in so far as the issues
of imputation and micro-simulation for income data have not been much discussed
together in the literature.
Any good micro-level imputation procedure must meet some basic standards. The
imputed values generated should preserve the correlation structure of the data, should be
determined stochastically rather than deterministically, and should be consistent or at least
plausible. There are added requirements when we are dealing with complex, composite
variables such as survey information on household and personal incomes, especially in the
longitudinal context. To impute where possible and reasonable is more critical for this
type of data: total household income is made up of a large number of components, and
rejecting a unit with incomplete information is unacceptable as it would result in the loss
of much valuable information. Income components as variables do not form an
independent set: they are mere components of the same 'organic' aggregate (total income
of the household), and hence it is not meaningful to impute individual components
separately. Even how that aggregate is partitioned is not pre-determined, and hence nor is
the resulting correlation structure of the data. In longitudinal data, the relationship
between lagged and current values of the same variables, as well as this relationship
across variables, needs careful treatment, and we address this issue in this paper. Our
special concern, however, is with issues arising from the fact that, on the one hand, the
available information on income is in heterogeneous forms, and on the other, some of this
information is missing and needs to be imputed. This requires the use of imputation and
modelling techniques in conjunction.
The concrete context for this discussion is provided by longitudinal information on
household and personal income, generated in a multi-national comparative form through
major programmes developed and supported by the European Commission. These

programmes are the European Community Household Panel (ECHP)1, and its successor,
EU Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC)2. Taking the kind of statistics
on income generated from these sources as the point of reference, Section 2 briefly
reminds of the type of complex, composite variables we are dealing with. Section 3
describes an imputation strategy appropriate for this type of data. It largely derives from
the actual practice of ECHP, but incorporates suggestion for improvements which we
have formulated on the basis of an evaluation of this experience. Section 4 describes
essentials of a micro-simulation model in this context. This is based on our work in
relation to the Siena Micro-Simulation Model (SM2) which has been developed for multicountry (at least Europe-wide) application, specifically to meet requirements of the EUSILC programme. Finally, Section 5 aims to present a concise but precise description of
the methodology of implementing imputation and modelling procedures in tandem.

2 Income variables
Obtaining comparable and detailed information on the household and a personal income
means that in most circumstances the information is complex and diverse. This
background factor has to be kept in view in the following discussion of statistical
procedures for imputation and modelling of income variables.
Collection variables
Many factors contribute to this complexity and variation, especially if the information has
to be collected through interview surveys. For instance:
° Diverse sources and circumstances. Because of the fact that households and persons
may receive income from many diverse sources in diverse forms, and also as a matter
of practical necessity of data gathering, information on income normally needs to be
collected or compiled in great detail.
° Different reporting units. Major part of the income is enumerated at the individual
level; individual incomes are then aggregated over members to obtain the household
total. However, certain components, which are received by the household as a whole,
may be recorded at the household level.
° Long reference period. Most commonly, information on income has to be collected
with a long reference period, typically a whole year. Furthermore, the information has
to be collected retrospectively, after the completion of the reference period and when
the information has generally become available.
° Further decomposition of items. Difficulties in recall associated with the long period
means that each item of information may have to be further broken down. It is
common, for instance, to ask for income from each source in the form of the normal
amount received per month (or in terms of another reference period if more
appropriate) and the number of months received during the fixed reference year. But
annual totals may have to be directly recorded if the payment is a lump sum, irregular
or the number of months received cannot be specified for other reasons. For some
items simpler but approximate procedures may be unavoidable.
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° Different forms. The information may be net or gross amounts or in some other form.
This may vary from one respondent to another, and also from one item to another for
the same respondent.
Analysis or 'target' variables
Usually, data analysis requires much more aggregated and uniform set of variables, which
are meaningful for analysis.
Imputation and modelling variables
The imputation variables and modelling variables would normally represent intermediate
levels of breakdowns of total income between the collection and analysis sets3. However,
these two sets themselves are not necessarily identical. In fact, in determining how
'detailed' a set of variables is needs to take into account at least two dimensions. The first
is the degree of breakdown in terms of substantive content, i.e. how finely the variables
divide the total income. The second dimension, determining how 'detailed' a set of
variables is, concerns the population unit to which they refer – for example whether a
variables refers to the whole household, an individual person, or to some other
intermediate 'tax unit'. One set of variables may be more detailed than another set in terms
of one criterion (such as the partitioning of income into components), but less detailed in
terms of the other criterion (such as income at person versus household level).
In the combined implementation of the imputation and modelling systems considered in
this paper, these variables of different types and the relationship between them, need to be
clearly defined. In practice, imputation and modelling procedures will generally involve
different sets of variables, the latter normally representing less detailed breakdowns of
total income. A modelling variable (income component) may correspond to a single
imputation variable, or an aggregation of a group of imputation variables. Furthermore,
while imputation variables normally involve individual as the unit, much of modelling
involves their aggregation over individuals in the same tax unit.
This relationship of variables is a complicating issue in the development, implementation
and exposition of the complex statistical procedures being considered here. For simplicity
and to explain the interaction between imputation and modelling more clearly, we have
assumed throughout in the present discussion that the two operations involve an identical
set of variables.

3 The imputation procedure
Some important requirements
An important characteristic of the income variables is that these variables form a set in
which there is an interdependence between all the components. Hence an appropriate
approach is through a multivariate model involving a multiple regression sequence4. The
sequential multivariate model used makes for more complete imputation of the variables,
while at the same time safeguarding their variance and their inter-correlation.5 In brief
outline the approach may be described as follows.
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° The variables are divided into two types: auxiliary variables used to impute the others,
and target variables which are the subject of the imputation. For instance, in the study
of household income, the auxiliary variables can be those relating to the demographic
characteristics (sex, age) and to the characteristics of the labour force. The target
variables are components of income defined at an appropriate level of aggregation.
° Some preliminary work may be required in defining the target variables and coveting
them in a suitable form for application of the imputation procedure. This requires in
particular dealing with categorical variables such as whether a particular component
of income is received ("yes/no"), values specified as ranges for certain variables,
number of months an income has been received when the average monthly amount
has been specified, etc. These details are very data-specific and need not concern us
here.
° The target variables are arranged in a sequence, starting with those with the smallest
proportion of (or with no) missing values. Going down in sequence, each target
variable is imputed using all the variables above it, for which all information is
available (or has been previously imputed), as auxiliary variables in the multivariate
regression.
° Once a variable with missing values has been imputed, it is moved from the second set
to the first, i.e. used as an auxiliary variable in imputation of the next variable in the
list.
° After all variables in the list have been dealt with as above, the process is started again
with the first variable in the target set, but this time using all the other variables as
predictors, using for each the given or the most recently imputed value. The process is
performed for each variable in turn, and is repeated iteratively.
° Units for which the income information available is so incomplete that no reasonable
basis exists for imputation should be excluded, however.
° The variables in the auxiliary set U (and any lagged variables if used in the regressor
set) are required not to have any missing values. If not, they themselves have to be
imputed in some way. Ad hoc procedures may suffice to meet this requirement.
However, it is desirable to standardise these and incorporate these into the standard
imputation procedure to the extent possible. This desirable feature is incorporated into
the procedure described below.
° Normally, one item of information is still available for cases where the actual amount
of income is missing: namely that a non-zero amount was received. Hence the
"donors" for the imputation should only be those with non-zero amounts reported for
the variable concerned.
° Where supplementary information is available on the permitted range or plausible
values, the imputations must be confined within those limits. Here as well, the donors
In the context of the topic of this paper, a most fundamental consideration is the need to integrate imputation
and modelling procedures. Such integration becomes all the more important with greater diversity in the
forms on which the income information has been recorded. As will be seen, a fundamental requirement of
such integration is that the imputation and modelling routines need to be interwoven and applied variable-byvariable in combination. It happens that the above mentioned imputation program (IVE-Ware) cannot be
applied in an automatic manner to a whole set of variables in one go. To overcome this limitation, we have
developed appropriate SAS routines which permit repeated "calling" of IVE-Ware at each step of the
imputation-modelling procedure, with the flexibility to alter parameters of the program application as
required.

with zero amount have to be excluded if the known range for the imputation does not
include zero.
The model is as follows. With U as the matrix containing variables with no missing data
(including as a result previous imputation), and Y1, Y2...Yk are variables with increasing
rates of missing data, the sequence of imputations is determined by the following
factorisation:
[Y1¦U] [Y2¦U, Y1] ...[Yk¦U, Y1, ..., Yk-1 ]
where [Y¦X] is the conditional joint distribution of Y where X is known.
The form of regression depends on the nature of Y, such as a generalised linear regression
for continuous variables (as in the case of income amounts), a logistical regression for
binary variables, etc. In the application of the above procedure, ideally, set U should also
include, for the particular variable being imputed, its lagged variable (value from the
preceding wave) as a regressor. Clearly, in order not to introduce multi-collinearity, the
current and the lagged versions of any of the other variables cannot both be included as
regressors. This means that the set of regressors has to vary somewhat from one variable
to another.
The following subsections describe main aspects of the imputation procedure. It is
assumed in this section that all income values have been specified in a standard form, so
that issues relating to modelling do not arise. This is helpful in describing the imputation
procedures more simply and clearly. Their application in the real situation, i.e. in
combination with modelling, will be elaborated in subsequently.

Imputation of regressor and lagged variables
Application of the procedure requires that variables used as regressors in the model
contain no missing values. These regressors include relevant background characteristics
of the unit and also, where available, values of the target variables at the preceding wave
("lagged variables"). Missing values are of course encountered in regressor variables. The
following systematic approach to deal with this problem.
Let us denote with Y the set of k income Imputation Variables Y ≡ (y1 , y 2 ,..., y k ) , with U
the basic set of r regressors to be used for imputation, and with Y ( t −1) the set of k lagged
variables corresponding to the set Y as the supplementary set of k regressors. The set of
regressors can be more flexible Uj, with some variation by variable if required.
We have missing values in Y, but we may also have missing values in the regressor sets
Y ( t −1) and even in U. Now the first step consists in imputing missing values in any
variable in order to have full information in the set of regressors.6 Let Z ≡ Y, U, Y ( t −1) be
the entire set of (2k+r) variables considered, and order variables in Z according to the
ascending incidence of (proportion of applicable) values missing. Denote with z i any
ordered variable and with Z i the set of ordered variables from 1 to i. The first set of
imputations is defined as follows (see Table 1):

(

1. Let be j the number of variables in Z with full information.
2. Consider variable zj+1 and the set of all preceding variables Zj.

6
Variables for which the necessary imputations cannot be performed may be dropped from the sets Y ( t −1)
and U.

)

- For the imputation of a variables belonging to the subsets Y or U: remove from Zj all
lagged variables for which the corresponding current variable is also present in the set
(i.e., do not include a lagged variable y i(t −1) if the corresponding current variable y it is
already present in the set).
- For the imputation of a variables belonging to the subset Y(t-1): remove from Zj all
current variables for which the corresponding lagged variable is also present in the set.
(i.e., do not include a current variable y it if the corresponding lagged variable y i(t −1) is
already present in the set).
This gives the reduced regressor set Zj'.
3. Impute missing values of zj+1 using the set Zj' as regressors.
4. It is assumed that whether or not a quantitative (income) variable in set Z has a nonzero value is known (or that such information has been already imputed in a
preliminary step). The imputation is done for cases with zj+1 missing but known to be
non-zero. The donor cases determining the regression are those with zj+1 known and
non-zero.

The inclusion of zero values in the donor set to impute missing values when they are
known to be non-zero can seriously distort the results. This has been amply demonstrated
by our detailed empirical work. For example, it has been found that including zeros
among the donor population, when the recipients are known to have a non-zero (but
unknown, of course) values, often gives imputed values concentrated at the extremities of
the permitted ranges, or values which are implausibly different in distribution from the
donor set. Detailed results from such empirical investigations are not presented here for
reasons of space.
5. Add imputed variable zj+1 to the 'full information' set, and continue the above process
till the last (imputable) variable has been imputed.

Table 1. Arrangement of variables according to the proportion of missing values
Variables
[C]

1

2

3

….

j

j+1

j+2

2k+r

Zj
Zj+1

Shaded cells indicate variables with available data, and blank cell with missing data.
[C]: Columns (Y-axis) shows the proportion of applicable cases for which data are available.

The objective of this initial imputation is only to complete the set of regressor variables in
a reasonable way, and not to provide the 'final' imputations for the target variables Y.
Hence only the imputed values in U and Y(t-1) are retained at the end of this cycle, and
using these a more precise imputations for the target set Y are performed as described in
the next section.

Imputation of target variables Y
As before, let Y denote the set of k income Imputation Variables Y ≡ (y1 , y 2 ,..., y k ) , with
U the basic set of r regressors to be used for imputation, and with Y ( t −1) the set of k
lagged variables corresponding to the set Y. We have missing values in Y, but all values
in Y ( t −1) and U are available or have been imputed at the preceding step. We begin by
ordering variables in Y according to the ascending number of (proportion of applicable)
values missing; denote with yi any ordered variable and with Yi the set of ordered
variables from 1 to i.
The first set of imputations is defined as follows:
Let be j the number of variables in Y with full information. Consider variable yj+1 and the
set of all preceding variables Yj.
For imputing missing values of yj+1, the regressor set Zj+1 consists of

(

Z j+1 = U j+1 + Yj + y (jt+−11)

)

donors y j+1 > 0,

recipients y j+1 missing but >0.

Here Yj is the set of variables which had none or a lower proportion of missing values
(among the applicable cases for each of the variables) than current variable yj+1, and for
which any of those missing values have already been imputed. y (jt+−11) is the lagged

variable corresponding to yj+1, and Uj+1 is the regressor set for yj+1. As in the previous
subsection, it is assumed that whether or not a variable in set Y has a non-zero value is
known or has been already imputed. The imputation is done for cases with yj+1 missing
but known to be non-zero, and the donor cases are those with yj+1 known and non-zero.
The requirement to include only the lagged variable corresponding to the current variable
being imputed and to confine the donor population to those with known and non-zero
values on the variable of interest, means that the set of regressors has to be varied from
one variable to another. This necessitates calling the imputation routine separately for
each variable in the sequence.
The process is continued till the last (imputable) variable in Y has been imputed.
Table 2. The first ("triangular") cycle of imputation

Regressors:
Basic set
(backgroun
d variables)

Lagged
Variable

Fully available or previously
imputed variables (in the sequence
ordered according to increasing
proportion of missing values)
Yj=(y1,y2, .. ,yj-1,yj) (Variables with full information)
yj+1
yj+1 > 0
Uj+1
Yj= (y1,y2, .. ,yj-1,yj)

y (jt+−11)

yj+2

yj+2 > 0

Uj+2

Yj+1= (y1,y2, .. ,yj-1,yj,yj+1)

y (jt+−21)

yj+3

yj+3 > 0

Uj+3

Yj+2= (y1,y2, ... ,yj-1,yj,yj+1,yj+2)

y (jt+−31)

…..
yk

…..
yk > 0

Uk

Yk-1= (y1,y2, ….. ,yj-1,yj,yj+1, ..… ,yk-1)

y (kt −1)

Imputation
Variable

Donor
population

Imputation cycle for the full set:
Once all variables in Y have been imputed once, the following cycle is applied iteratively.
The variables are ordered as before, in increasing proportion of the originally missing
values. In each application, the full set of regressor variables is used, using all values,
whether originally available or imputed in previous cycles. As before, the imputation
routine is called separately for each variable in the sequence. The sequence is repeated a
number of times. Based on our experience with ECHP data, a few (3-5, say) cycles should
be sufficient in most cases.
Table 3. Iterative cycle

Imputation
Variable
yj

Donor
population
yj > 0

Regressors:
Basic set
All Y except yj:
available or previously imputed values
Uj

Y(j)= (y1,y2, ….. ,yj-1) + (yj+1, ..… ,yk)

Lagged
Variable
y (jt −1)

4 Micro-simulation7
Information on income of households and persons collected from surveys or similar
sources may be reported in different forms by different units and even for different
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components by the same unit: forms such as net income or income gross of taxes and
social insurance contributions. Assuming that information is available on all income
components in some form, in this section we summarise essentials of the micro-simulation
procedure for estimating, on the basis of the prevailing fiscal system, the full set of
information at the micro-level in a homogeneous form: gross income by income
component, with breakdown into taxes, social insurance contributions and net amounts.8
Terminology: forms of income and their relationship
Table 4 summarises the terms and relationships between income forms.9 Gross income
(G) refers the total income from all sources received during a reference period by an
individual, household or other 'tax unit', before payment of tax or social insurance
contributions. This income may be divided into components (i) depending on the nature
of the income and its source, such as income from employment, self-employment,
pensions, capital, social transfers, etc. Some components of gross income are subject to
social insurance contributions (S). Normally these contributions apply only to income
from work, but in any case tend to be component-specific, i.e. for any particular
component determined independently of other components of income. Gross taxable
income (H) is gross income less social insurance contributions: H = G – S. Deductions
(D) refers to part of gross taxable income which is exempt from tax. Net taxable income
(Y) is obtained by subtracting from gross taxable income this part which is tax exempt: Y
= H - D.
Initial tax due (W) is determined by the prevailing income tax schedule, normally as some
function of net taxable income, W = W(Y). This functional relation tends to be very
complex, however. For the main part, it is applied not to income components one at a
time, but to net taxable income pooled over all or most of the components. Furthermore,
the unit for the purpose of tax assessment may not be the income of a single individual
but pooled income all individuals forming a tax unit. This is a crucial point. As will be
discussed in more detail later, it is because of this requirement of pooling of income over
components and individuals that the modelling and imputation processes cannot be
applied to the data independently of each other.
The tax due is normally reduced by tax credits (C). Deduction of these tax credits from
the tax due gives the final tax paid: X = W – C. Total net income (N) is total gross taxable
income less tax paid: N = H - X.
In certain systems, income as initially received is subject to retention at source of tax
and/or social insurance contributions; for instance, for income subject to both these
retentions we have: XTS = G-S(G)-T(H) = H-T(H). Unlike the amount of 'final tax due'
W or X which is determined through complex rules involving pooled income over
individuals and components, the relationship T(H) determining tax retention at source is
often component-specific and much simpler.10 The same applies to any income
components which are taxed separately from pooled income as defined above (such as at
a flat or some other component-specific rate).
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Table 4. Basic relationship among forms of income

form

relationship

1 Gross income

G

2 Social insurance contributions

S = S(G)

3 Gross taxable income

H=G-S

4

tax and
SI contributions
at source

5 Deductions

D = D(H)

6 Net taxable income

Y=H-D

7 Tax due

W = W(Y)

8 Tax credits

C = C(Y)

9 Tax paid

X=W-C

10 Net income

comment

XS = H
XST = H – T(H)
XT = H + S(G) – T(H)

N=H-X

Retention at source: XS=social insurance (SI) only; XST=tax and SI; XT=tax only

Returning to the pooled income, it should be noted that while some deductions (D) may
be component-specific, others apply to the pooled income as defined above, and the same
is true of tax credits (C). Consequently, normally a major part of quantities Y and W, and
hence also X and N, relates to the pooled income. Henceforth we will use these symbols
to denote only that 'pooled' part of these quantities, since that is what is relevant in the
discussion of imputation in conjunction with modelling.
The concept of Tax Rate
We introduce the concept of tax rate (R) as an analytical measure pertaining to the pooled
income of a tax unit. It is defined as the ratio of the total amount of tax due to total net
taxable income: R = W/Y. To be precise, the tax in the numerator excludes componentspecific tax credits, and the taxable income in the denominator excludes componentspecific deduction; the common parts of deductions and tax credits applicable to the
whole pooled income need not be excluded. By removing all known component-specific
aspects, that is component-specific deductions and tax credits, R is the common rate
which applies to all taxable income from, from whatever source, which has been pooled
and subject to a common tax schedule. Parameter R has two functions.
Firstly, it provides a means for the disaggregation of tax and net income by component
when required. This 'common tax rate' can be seen as a rate applying to each component
individually, and not merely some average rate applicable only at the level of total
income. Hence tax due (before component-specific tax credits) can be distributed among
income components subject to the common tax schedule in proportion to their share in the
total taxable income (after removing component-specific tax-exempt deductions):
Wi = (Yi/Y)*W.
Secondly, R is the parameter of the iteration in going from net to gross, as described
below. Its role is even more important in the presence of missing data where modelling
has to be used in conjunction with imputation as discussed in the next section.

Table 5. Basic relationship between net and gross amounts

Gi
SI contributions
Deductions
at source

XSi, XTi,
XSTi

Hi
Tax exempt

Taxed separately
Taxed in pool

Ni

Because of its more direct relationship with all other quantities, we take Hi as the 'base'
form in discussion of the model.
The modelling task
Table 5 summarises the essential modelling task. Input data may be provided for each
income component (i) in any of the forms shown in the table (plus possibly a zero value),
and the required model output is the quantity in both net and gross forms:

[0, N i , (G i , XTi , XSi , XTSi , H i )]

⇒



0, N i .and.G i 



Generally for a particular component, the relationship of gross taxable income Hi with
gross income Gi or quantities like XSTi after retention at source tends to be relatively
simple, being dependent only on the income particular component (i) concerned,
independently of other components and other persons in the same tax unit. In some cases,
an iterative procedure may be involved. However, normally the iteration is very simple
and converges quickly. There are no other parameters to be estimated; and the need for
numerical iteration arises simply from the fact that the unknown quantity to be determined
(Hi) appears in an implicit equation. The same applies for components which are taxed
separately at a flat rate or a rate determined only by the level of income from that
component, and of course also for tax exempt components. Hence the conversion of these
quantities into Hi can be done for the component concerned independently of whether

information on other components is missing and needs to be imputed.11 This case is
shown in the first panel of Table 6.
Table 6. Calculation of Hi according to the form in which the component is specified.
Set H

given
value
Pi =

XSi
Gi
XTi
XTSi

Hi = XSi
Hi= Gi-Si(Gi)
Hi= Gi-Si(Gi) where
Gi= XTi +Ti(Hi)
Hi= XTSi+Ti(Hi)

Simple iteration, generally
separately for each component

Set N

given
value
Pi =

Ni

Hi= Yi + Di(Hi)
where
Yi= [Hi-Ni+Ci(Yi)]/ R

Double iteration
(i) with assumed R, for each
component in turn
(ii) for determining R, common to
all pooled components

By contrast, the relationship between Hi and Ni is more complex where income has to be
pooled together over components and over persons in the tax units for the purpose of
determining the amount of tax due. The modelling task can be accomplished if there are
no missing data for any of the components involved (or any required imputations have
already been performed). Going from known Hi to Ni is simpler since the relationships
(the tax rules) are a function of the former. Going from given Ni to Hi required iterative
solutions. The second panel of the table shows the relationship between Hi and the
reported amount is 'final net' Ni. Going from Ni to Hi in fact involves a double iterative
loop. The inner loop of iteration is applied with an assumed value of the parameter "tax
rate" R defined above. Once this has been done for every income component in the group
(including over all individuals in the same tax unit), an outer iterative loop obtains a
convergent value of this parameter which is common to all those components.
Iterative procedure

The Ni to Hi conversion process is therefore considerably more complex. Furthermore,
this complexity is substantially increased in the presence of missing data, where the
modelling and imputation procedures will have to be applied interactively, as discussed in
the next section).
Table 7 demonstrates the common structure of the iterative procedure. As noted at the
bottom of the table, the income components may be divided into two sets, say 'N' and 'H',
depending on whether the amount reported is 'final net' (Ni), or is in some other form (Gi,
XSi, XTi, XTSi, Hi) more directly convertible to the 'gross taxable' form Hi.
The procedure may be applied as follows. The required Hi quantities for set H are
computed (only once), and form an input into the iterative cycle for parameter R required
for set N. The parameter is best estimated by using information on all income components
from both the sets.

11

Sometimes, dependence of the relationship on other sources of income may also be involved, but
mostly these simply in the form of upper limits which may apply to certain quantities pooled over more
than one component.

Table 7
Common structure of the iterative model

Reported amount Pi

Æ

≠Ni

Table 6

Set H

Æ

Æ

Gross taxable

Æ

Æ Hi Æ

Æ

Æ
Table 4

plus
Set N

=Ni

Æ

Table 6

Æ

Hi ¦ R

Æ

Æ

⇑
Rt-1

Net and gross

Æ

Æ

Ni

Æ

Æ

Gi

Æ

Æ

R

⇓
Å

Å(iteration)Å

Å

Rt

Set of variables N: set of income components which are subject to income tax (irrespective of
whether the component is also subject to social insurance deductions), and for which the 'final net'
amount (Pi=Ni) has been specified in the data collected.
Set of variables H: all other income component (not subject to tax, or for which the data has been
collected in a form Pi other than the 'final net' amount).

5 Imputation and Modelling in Conjunction
The issue
In order to appreciate the interaction between imputation and modelling systems, consider
matrix Y, the set of imputation/modelling variables for a set of units12. We denote by yi a
particular variable in the set, or where necessary, by yji that variable for unit j in the data
set. In any cell (j.i) of this matrix, the value of the variable may appear in any of the
following forms:

[0, N i , (G i , XTi , XS i , XTS i , H i ), X] j

⇒

[0, N i , H i , X] j

i.e., the value is either zero (no income from the source concerned), missing (X), specified
as the net amount (Ni), or in one of the various possible forms defined in Table 6, which
can be converted to the form Hi even in the presence of missing values on other variables
for the unit.
Net-Gross modelling applies along individual rows of the matrix Y, to one unit at a time.
However, in order to 'model' i.e. construct the full information on gross and net amounts
for each component, it is necessary that there be no missing values (X) in any cell of the
row for the unit (that is, as noted, conversion between Ni and Hi generally requires that

12

In practice, imputation and modelling procedures will generally involve different sets of variables.
However, as noted in Section 2, for simplicity and to explain the interaction between imputation and
modelling more clearly, it is assumed throughout that the two systems involve an identical set of variables.

there are no such missing values). Hence modelling requires prior imputation of the
missing values.
Though imputation for missing values can be carried out along columns of the matrix, i.e.
variable by variable, it invokes the whole matrix in order to take into account the
correlation between variables and between units. It is necessary that for each variable, the
available information for all units is in the same form (always net, always gross etc.). The
form may vary from one variable to another, but should be uniform for all units within
each variable. Where this is not the case in the data as collected, imputation requires prior
modelling to meet this requirement.
Hence the combined imputation and modelling system has to be interactive and iterative.
The whole process is described step by step below. Step (0) provides the starting point by
using the micro-simulation model to rationalise the input information, and provides some
initial information on the basis of 'complete information cases', i.e. units with no missing
data. Step (1) concerns the conversion of the collected data for each variable into a
uniform form for all responding units. It is only on this basis that imputations for missing
values for the variable can be performed. On the basis of these initial imputations for the
current substantive variables (income components), imputations for lagged versions of
these variables and for regressor variables are performed in Step (2). Our primary concern
is with current substantive variables. Hence the results for the regressor and lagged
versions from Step (2) can be considered as 'final', without the need for further iterative
refinement. Step (3) produces refined imputations for the substantive variables, using the
regressors and lagged variables imputed earlier. The procedure is applied iteratively.
Step (0). Initial data conversion and modelling

0.1 Variables (i) are ordered according increasing proportion of missing values among
applicable cases.
0.2 Units in Y are divided into two subsets:
A: complete information set (units with information available on all variables)
B: set with missing values on one or more variables
0.3 The starting point of this process is provided by the "complete information" set of
units (set A), for which there are no missing values on any variable and hence modelling
can be carried out without involving imputation, and the data for set A reduced to the
form on the right, giving amount both in gross taxable (Hi) and in net (Ni) forms for each
income component (i), and also the unit's "tax rate" R defined earlier:

[0, N i , (G i , XTi , XSi , XTSi , Hi )]j∈A

⇒

[0, Hi .and.Ni .and.R ]j∈A .

0.4 Using the model conversion routine, any of the following data forms can all be
converted to the "gross taxable income" form Hi for a unit in set B

(G i , XTi , XSi , XTS i , H i ) ⇒ H i ,

so that the available information for units in set B is reduced to the form

[0, N i , H i , X]j∈B

.

Step (1). Conversion to uniform form

1.1 For each variable (column), the predominating reporting form (Yi) is determined. This
is done on the basis of whether Hi or Ni is the more common form of reporting among
units in set B:
if count (H i ) j∈B > count (N i ) j∈B then Yi ≡ H i else Yi ≡ N i

The resulting data form is shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Data form after Step (1.1)
Variable
Unit

SET A

1

Tax
2

…

i

…

I

rate

1

R1

2

R2

…

…

j

Rj

[0, (Ni and Hi)]

…
a

Ra

a+1
SET B

…

[0, Ni, Hi, X]
…
J
Y1

Y2

…

Yi (=Hi or Ni)

…

YI

predominating reporting form (determined by set B only)

1.2 As a starting point, we may assign the average of Rj values for units in set A (say, R0)
to every unit in set B. This permits the conversion of all reported values (Ni or Hi) for
each variable to its "predominating form" Yi defined above using the modelling
relationships.
For set A the information in any cell is already available in the "predominating form"
from Step(0)13:
Set A Æ [ 0, Yi ].
For set B the resulting form is
Set B Æ [0, Yi, (Yi¦R0), X].
Here, form "Yi" indicates the original information was already in the "predominating
form" Yi (i.e., already specified as Ni for a variable with Yi=Ni, and as Hi a variable with
Yi=Hi), so that no transformation using R is required. Form "(Yi¦R0)" indicates that the
original information was specified in the form different from the "predominating form" Yi
13

While the predominant form is determined from set B only, data are converted into this form for both
sets A and B.

for the variable, so that transformation to Yi conditional on the assumed R value was
required. The resulting data form is shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Data form after Step (1.2)
Variable
Unit

SET A

Tax

1

2

…

i

…

I

rate

1

R1

2

R2

…

…

j

Rj

[ 0, Yi ]

…

SET B

a

Ra

a+1

R0

…

R0
R0

[0, Yi, (Yi¦R0), X]
…

R0

J

R0
Y1

Y2

…

Yi (=Hi or Ni)

…

YI

predominating reporting form (determined by set B only)

1.3 Now consider the parallel set of lagged variables Y(t-1). The reporting forms can be
simplified as in (1) above. Then rows and columns of this matrix are arranged identically
to their arrangement in table Y (steps 2 and 3 above), units and variables in the same
order as Y. Also, the Rj values and the form Yi from matrix Y are imposed on Y(t-1). (The
actual values are of course different; it is the choice between Ni and Hi forms which is
impose from t on t-1.) These assigned parameters are then used to transform existing Y(t-1)
cell values into the same form as that for Y in (1.2) above. The resulting form is:

[

]

cell values of Y(t-1) Æ 0, Yi( t −1) , (Yi(t −1) ¦ R (jt ) ), X .

Here (t) indicates that the R values are taken (copied) from the current (t) data set, as is
the predominating reporting form Yi. It has been considered preferable to borrow the
arrangement, parameters and data forms from the current set Y, since it is not generally
appropriate to apply the tax model for the current year to past data.
Step (2). Imputation of regressor and lagged variables

2.1 The resulting information is now in a form such that the imputation procedure of
Section 3 above can be applied exactly as described to produce a preliminary complete set
of all current (Y), lagged (Y(t-1)) and other auxiliary variables (U). As noted there, the
procedure is to consider the union Z ≡ Y, U, Y ( t −1) as a single set, order variables in it
according the proportion of values missing, and perform the "triangular" form of
imputation (as described in Table 2).

(

)

2.2 The above is still based on rather crude estimates of R-values for the less than
complete information subset B of Y (see Table 8). With missing values removed at (1)
above, we apply the micro-simulation model to produce improved estimates of Rj for all
units in Y (all rows of Table 9).
2.3 These improved values of Rj are imposed on corresponding rows of Y(t-1) table of
lagged values.
2.4 All values imputed at (2.1) above are rejected, from all sets Y, Y(t-1) and U.
2.5 The remaining original values in both Y and Y(t-1) are transformed to the
predominating form Yi using the Rj values as defined in (2.2) and (2.3) above.
2.6 The imputation procedure at (2.1) is now repeated on the resulting data set. These are
taken to be the final results for the lagged and regressor variable sets.
2.7 For the main data set Y, the results from (2.6) are used to re-estimate Rj values, but
the imputed values of yi themselves are rejected. The remaining original values are
transformed to the predominating form Yi using these improved Rj values.
Step (3). Imputation of target variables Y

The data form is now the same as that in Step (1) for set Y. The only difference is that,
where necessary, all of the available values have been converted to the predominating
form Yi for variable i conditional on current values of parameter Rj specific to each case j,
the cell values being:

[

]

cell values of Y Æ 0, Yi , (Yi ¦ R j ), X .

The first ("triangular") imputation
3.1 The first ("triangular") cycle of imputation is performed as in Table 2, without
distinguishing between the two forms of known values Yi, giving cell values in the form
cell values of Y after imputation Æ 0, Yi , (Yi ¦ R j ), Yi′ .

[

]

where prime (') indicates imputed values. As explained earlier, these imputations are
performed on variables in order of increasing proportion of missing values, and using
imputed values for only variable previously imputed in this cycle, apart from the full U
and Y(t-1) sets, of course.
3.2 The resulting complete set is used, with procedures of Section 4, to obtain improved
values of Rj for each unit.
3.3 These Rj values are used to re-estimate the conditional values (Yi¦Rj).
Imputation cycle for the full set
3.4 Next is performed imputation cycle for the full set, this involving a number of
iterations as explained in Section 3. As explained, these imputations are performed on
variables in order of increasing proportion of missing values, but using imputed values for
all other variable previously imputed in any cycle, in addition of course to the full U and
Y(t-1) sets.
3.5 The resulting complete set is used with the modelling procedure to obtain improved
values of Rj for each unit.
3.6 These Rj values are used to re-estimate the conditional values (Yi¦Rj).
3.7 The sequence is repeated a number of times.

6 Some empirical illustrations

It was noted in Section 3 that a fundamental requirement is that the imputation and
modelling routines be interwoven and applied variable-by-variable in combination. We
have done this by developing appropriate SAS routines to apply the imputation procedure
(such as using the IVE-Ware program, used for earlier version of ECHP manual)
variable-by-variable, rather than in one go to a whole set of variables in an automatic
manner. Once the application of IVE-Ware has been broken down to the level of
individual variables, it can also be used – as an important bye-product - to enhance the
ECHP imputation procedures in a number of directions.
One of these is the possibility of varying the donor population from one variable to
another as appropriate. Consider a population in which those with known information on
an income component consist of two parts: (1) cases with known non-zero values, i.e.
receiving that particular component of income; and (2) zeros, i.e. not receiving that
income. Others (3) are known to receive income from that source, but the value is
unknown and has to be imputed. The population in these categories differs from one
variable (component) to another.
For two different such variables, the normal imputation procedure (dealing with the two
variables in the same application of the IVE-Ware for instance) can of course take the
permissible imputation range for each variable to be non-zero, since that fact is known to
apply. However, to determine the underlying structural relationship between the imputed
variable and correlates, the normal imputation procedure has to use the same population
base. This in practice comes to using the whole population (1)+(2), that is, including the
zeros in the donor population in each case. However, it is more appropriate that zeros
among the donors are excluded from the regression since the recipient population (3) in
the imputation consists only of non-zeros.
Table 10 illustrates the importance of this consideration. In this example, the information
on the presence or otherwise, and the amount if applicable, for a component of net
monthly employment income was available for the vast majority (about 4,500) of an
ECHP sample, and was known to be non-zero but had to be imputed for a small number
(30 cases). Including zeros among the donor population resulted in much less plausible set
of imputed values, than that by excluding them as is a priori more appropriate. This is
particularly striking concerning the distribution of imputed values according to quintiles
of the distribution of given values. By including zeros among the donor population, 18
(60%) of the imputed cases lie at the extremities (with in 1%) of the permitted range. The
distribution of imputed values by excluding zeros seems much more reasonable. The point
is reinforced by observing the distribution of individual imputed values.

Table 10. Illustration of the effect of excluding non-relevant cases from the donor population
Log(income)
Non imputed With zeros

Without
zeros

Quintile

With zeros Without
zeros

Mean

11.84

11.20

11.82

1%

11

0

StDev

0.56

0.82

1.94

5%

14

1

Min

8.70

10.30

8.71

95%

9

4

Max

15.07

14.36

14.27

99%

7

3

N

4672

30

30

Median

11.85

Individual imputed values:
Obs
With
zeros
Without
zeros

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8.71

8.78

8.90

9.09

9.16

9.19

9.21

9.21

9.35

9.76

11

12

13

14

15

9.84 10.25 10.26 10.51 10.94

11.46 11.65 11.69 11.96 11.14 10.92 11.16 11.50 11.65 11.85 11.08 13.34 12.14 12.07 10.90

Obs

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

With
zeros

11.10 11.31 11.49 11.58 11.67 12.47 12.77 13.02 13.14 13.89 13.89 14.03 14.12 14.24 14.27

Without
zeros

11.16 12.71 11.65 10.30 12.17 14.36 11.56 11.69 11.54 12.38 12.48 11.71 11.61 13.32 11.48

Correlation between the two sets of imputed values: 0.2981

The same applies when supplementary information is available on the range within which
a value must be imputed. IVE-Ware permits the specification of such ranges, a feature
which has been used in ECHP application for instance. However, the problem of
excluding zero donor values still remains. As an illustration, Table 11 demonstrates
similar effect for another component of (log of) monthly employment income, where
(only) 7 cases had to be imputed, each within a specified range. Including zeros among
the donors (though it is known that the imputed cases are all non-zeros on this variable)
gives results highly concentrated near the lower end of the permitted range in most cases.
This is shown by the last two columns, where the imputed values are presented in terms of
their location within the range, with the range rescaled as 0-1.
Table 11. Imputation within ranges: the effect of excluding zeros from the donor population
Permitted range for imputation
Obs

low

high

imputed values
Including
zeros

Excluding
zeros

location within range
Including
zeros

Excluding
zeros

1

8.85

11.29

8.96

9.85

0.045

0.408

2

9.96

12.99

11.77

12.81

0.596

0.938

3

10.49

13.08

10.69

11.20

0.077

0.274

4

8.01

12.06

8.02

11.99

0.003

0.985

5

8.85

12.48

8.87

11.59

0.005

0.755

6

10.49

14.25

11.32

12.59

0.220

0.559

7

11.58

12.73

11.81

12.45

0.199

0.757

The accompanying graph illustrates this clearly (X-axis is the location within the range,
and Y is the imputed value in terms of log-income).
14.00

13.00

with zeros

12.00

11.00

without zeros
10.00

9.00

8.00

7.00
0.000

0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

0.700

0.800

0.900

1.000

Table 12 shows the results for an imputation with a very large proportion of missing cases
(the data relate to property income). Information was available for only 309 cases. Only
23 of those were in range '1', which was known to be the range for a vast majority
(98.5%) of the 7,613 missing cases. An imputation based on such a weak base can hardly
be expected to be very reliable. Nevertheless, the results seems to be much more
consistent with the known cases when zero values among the donors are excluded.
Table 12. The effect in the case of a large number of imputations
Observed

Imputed
all

in range '1'

with zeros

without zeros

10.0

4.4

1.1

5.9

Std Dev

2.5

1.6

0.9

1.1

Minimum

1.4

1.4

0.7

0.7

Maximum

16.7

6.6

9.2

16.7

Number

309

23

7,613

7,613

Mean
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